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Abstract

Head orientation is a challenging Computer Vision problem that has been
extensively researched having a wide variety of applications. However, cur-
rent state-of-the-art systems still underperform in the presence of occlusions
and are unreliable for many task applications in such scenarios. This work
proposes a novel deep learning approach for the problem of head pose estima-
tion under occlusions. The strategy is based on latent space regression as a
fundamental key to better structure the problem for occluded scenarios. Our
model surpasses several state-of-the-art methodologies for occluded HPE,
and achieves similar accuracy for non-occluded scenarios. We demonstrate
the usefulness of the proposed approach with: (i) two synthetically occluded
versions of the BIWI and AFLW2000 datasets, (ii) real-life occlusions of the
Pandora dataset, and (iii) a real-life application to human-robot interaction
scenarios where face occlusions often occur. Specifically, the autonomous
feeding from a robotic arm.
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1. Introduction

Extensively researched over the last 25 years [1, 2], 2D head pose esti-
mation (HPE) is a challenging but compelling and relevant computer vision
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problem, since several applications benefit from knowing the position of the
head. This includes driving safety systems [3, 4], motion capture [5], human
behavior analysis in smart rooms to monitor activities [6], human interaction
in meeting and workplaces [7, 8], surveillance and safety [9] and target adver-
tisement [10]. Succinctly, this problem consists in approximately determining
the orientation of a head in a 2D image.

Deep learning has become a fundamental tool to address this problem
reaching state-of-the-art (SoTA) performances. However, current deep learn-
ing based systems scarcely approach the HPE under the facial occlusions.
This is a fundamental challenge that must be somewhat addressed, since oc-
clusions emerge from numerous applications (e.g. see Fig. 1). As it will be
addressed herein, a focus is given to scenarios where occlusions are typical
and abundant, an issue that is seldom in most recent HPE approaches.

(a) Driver attention systems (b) Autonomous assisted feeding

Figure 1: Head pose problem for occlusion scenarios (blue axis points towards estimated
face direction).

To address the above challenge we present a novel deep learning method-
ology based on latent space regression that enables to tackle the problem of
head occlusions. As per the hierarchical representation of HPE techniques
and applications defined in [2], our work is aligned with a CNN-based train-
ing method which has applications for problems that involve 2D images of
low or high resolution, such as driver attention [3], surveillance [9] and face
frontalization [11].

Our purpose is twofold. Particularly, we aim (i) to achieve robust 2D
head pose estimation for occluded faces, and (ii) to extend on current works
that achieve SoTA estimation results in non-occluded benchmark datasets.
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The contributions can be highlighted as follows1:

• A theoretical learning framework for HPE relying on latent space re-
gression with multi-loss.

• An ablation study reporting how the above innovation impacts on the
HPE estimates.

• Achievement of SoTA accuracy results for HPE in several benchmark
datasets with occlusions. As a side result we also demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach which surpasses SoTA in scenarios
without occlusion.

• A new application for HPE. Specifically, the ability to feed disabled
people using a robotic arm.

• A simple auxiliary approach, yet effective, to generate synthetic occlu-
sions. In this way, it is possible to build new (occluded) datasets with
any desired occlusion object.

2. Related work

In this section we describe human head pose estimation related literature
regarding model based and learning based approaches.

2.1. Model-based strategies

Model-based methods aim to recover the head motion from one (or more)
camera views using a, e.g., 2D rigid model. Such a model is usually parame-
terized with a kinematic chain and thereby the pose is represented by a vector
of landmarks (i.e., points) and the corresponding joint angles. The goal is
to fit the model to observations (i.e., features) collected from the image.

The authors from [12] propose a method that performs face landmark
and keypoint prediction. Landmarks represent a specific set face points (e.g.,
eyes, nose) that define a rigid model. Keypoints are feature head points ex-
tracted and tracked throughout frames. The number of keypoints per frame
is not fixed as in the facial landmarks, since it depends on how many are

1Code available at https://github.com/Jose-Celestino/OcclusionHPE
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tracked between two frames. They also do not have fixed locations. The au-
thors use the Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) and a pyrami-
dal Lucas-Kanade feature tracker to detect and track these keypoints. They
use a Kalman filter to blend both keypoint (prediction step) and landmark
detection (correction step). This fusion method shows better results than
either using only keypoints or landmarks.

In [13] the authors propose a geometry-based method capable of esti-
mating the head pose from a single 2D face image which only requires four
non-coplanar 2D feature points. The idea of using less feature points is to re-
duce computational complexity . They perform feature point normalization
and a 3D morphing method with spherical parametrization to adapt the 3D
facial model to each individual and counter generalization issues.

The idea in [14] is to implement a model that maps an input image to
a 3D FLAME head mesh representation and simultaneously learns the head
pose, shape, and expression. The training methodology is landmark-based
via optimization of two loss components, a reprojection loss and a shape plus
expression loss. The first one is based on the full head dense 2D landmarks
and aims to assess the pose accuracy, while the second measures how well
the predicted 3D head mesh fits. The authors also developed a dataset of
nearly 45k images to train and validate the model, but only 16% of them
include occlusions.

The work developed in [15] approaches the 3D face alignment and pose es-
timation problems as a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) parameter regression
problem. Their strategy aims to regress the rotation matrix and translation
vector to estimate the pose in order to avoid the ambiguity caused by the
gimbal lock problem that occurs when faces get close to profile view. The au-
thors use a fast lightweight backbone convolutional neural network and apply
both a landmark regressor and a cost function with two terms, the weighted
parameter distance cost (WPDC) and the vertex distance cost (VDC). This
cost function minimizes the vertex distances between a fitted 3D face and the
ground truth. They also establish a 3D aided short-video-synthesis method
which helps to achieve smoother estimation results in videos.

Occlusion has also been addressed in the problem of HPE, aided by model-
based approaches. The authors in [16] estimate the head pose of partially
occluded faces by tracking the displacement of a face feature with respect to
the center of the head. They use CamShift to track the center of the head
and a iterative Lucas-Kanade optical flow tracker to track the feature face
point. This method has disadvantages, since it requires the mouth not to be
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occluded and also it relies on discontinued software and hardware.
The authors of [17] focus on achieving robust facial landmark detection for

severe occlusions and images with large head poses. They use landmark visi-
bility probabilities to measure if a landmark is visible, and perform occlusion
prediction. They add a prior occlusion pattern loss to aid the performance
of the prediction. This work, however, does not have real-time tracking ca-
pabilities and does not specifically focus on estimating poses.

The method of [18] estimates facial landmark locations, head pose and
facial deformation under facial occlusions. This procedure updates each es-
timation parameter based on the previously estimated values of the others.
According to the authors, the combined framework achieves better results in
head pose estimation than other methods that use all landmarks (as a rigid
model) instead of only the ones that are visible. However, this work only
evaluates yaw angles.

2.2. Learning-based strategies

As mentioned by the authors of [19], model-based methods rely on the
chosen head model and are sensitive to errors in landmark/keypoint detec-
tion. Learning-based HPE approaches have been proposed to avoid these
drawbacks. The idea behind such strategies is to directly estimate the pose
from image inputs to neural networks. These networks are commonly trained
through regression of Euler angles or rotation matrix parameters using head
pose datasets with ground-truth pose annotations.

The authors from [19] propose a deep learning strategy which employs a
backbone neural network augmented with three fully-connected layers, each
one used to predict a different Euler angle. The authors follow a multi-loss
approach that combines a classification loss with a weighted regression loss
for each angle. Cross-entropy and a mean squared error losses are used for the
classification and regression, respectively. The classification component aids
the model to predict the vicinity of the pose and the regression component
helps it to achieve fine-grained estimation. This multi-loss approach has
inspired other authors for the HPE problem [1, 20].

Another solution, FSA-Net [21], applies the soft-stage wise regression
problem defined in [22] to solve the HPE challenge. Feature maps from in-
put images are extracted and fused together across several stages. Each stage
outputs probabilities distributions for the angle interval classes and refines
the estimation within an angle interval assigned by the previous stage. The
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estimated pose is given by the soft-stage regression function, which corre-
sponds to the sum of the product between probability distribution and the
values of pose groups at each stage.

The method img2pose presented in [23] proposes a novel real-time capable
solution to simultaneously perform face detection and head pose estimation
with 6 degrees of freedom (Euler rotation and 3D translation vectors) in
an image without requiring a prior face detection step. This estimation is
computationally less costly than the one of model-based approaches which
regress 68x2D=136 elements, instead of only 6. Moreover, this pose allows
to align the 3D face with its location in an image, which eliminates the need
for face detectors.

The authors of [1] extend the multi-loss approach of Hopenet [19] for
full 360◦ yaw estimation. They generate a new dataset with full range of
yaws by combining 300W-LP with computed Euler angle data from the CMU
Panoptic Dataset. They use binary-cross entropy as for the classification loss
and introduce a new wrapped loss for the regression component. They also
utilize a lighter backbone network to facilitate real-time applications. The
modifications made to Hopenet achieved SoTA of performance for full-range
head pose estimation.

In [24], a quaternion-based multi-regression loss method (QuatNet) is
proposed. The model is trained exclusively with RGB images. The loss
combines L2 regression loss for precise angle prediction and ordinal regression
loss to learn robust features that rank different intervals of angles. This allows
to address the non-stationary property in head pose estimation, where pose
variations within each angle interval is different.

The ambiguity problem of rotation labels is addressed in [25]. They pro-
pose a landmark-free method (6DrepNet) that uses rotation matrix represen-
tation and a geodesic loss for efficient and robust head pose regression. Be-
sides removing ambiguity problems, the authors claim it avoids performance
stabilizing measures such as the discretization of the rotation variables into
classification problems.

The authors from [26] claim that landmark-free methods disregard the
perspective distortion in face images, caused by the misalignment of the face
with the camera coordinate system. They propose an image rectification
method to reduce this effect and to achieve higher HPE accuracy with a
lightweight network. However, this method involves a face detection step
and does not take into account the impact of occlusions when rectifying a
head image.
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2.3. Relations with SoTA methodologies

In this section we define and fit our methodology within the hierarchical
representations for HPE methods presented in the extensive survey of [2].
We therefore frame our technique according to the following core aspects:

• Head pose representation - In this work, we focus on estimating
the rotations that define the head pose. There are diverse ways of
representing these rotations, in particular, with (i) quaternions [27],
with rotation matrices [25, 28], or with (ii) Euler angles [1, 19, 21].
Our technique represents head pose according to Euler angles (α, β, γ
- yaw, pitch and roll), which can be visually interpreted.

• Type of input data - The training and testing datasets depend on
the type of input data used. HPE can be performed in three differ-
ent types of data: (i) Depth images [29, 30], which include RGB and
depth information of images; (ii) Videos [31, 32], that is, sequences of
annotated frames for HPE with tracking purposes; and (iii) 2D RGB
images [33, 34]. Our method performs HPE with 2D RGB image in-
puts, since it is more robust to solve in-the-wild HPE problems [2].

• Pre-processing techniques - There are three preprocessing tech-
niques which are common in HPE problems: (i) Landmark detection [35];
(ii) 3D modeling [36]; and (iii) face detection [37]. Since our method
estimates the pose directly from 2D image intensities instead of using
landmarks or 3D models, we apply a face detection technique to find
the head region.

• HPE techniques - The survey of [2] splits 2D RGB HPE techniques
in (i) training [1, 19, 38] and (ii) training-free [39, 40] frameworks.
Our method fits as a training technique based on convolutional neural
networks.

2.4. Summary and outline

From the above literature review, we find that the challenge of occlusion in
head pose estimation is still scarce. For instance, the system in [16] requires
the mouth not to be occluded. The procedure in [17] although addressing
occlusions, it only focus on landmark detection and it is not extended for
real-time tracking, and while the method in [18] includes pose estimation, it
only evaluates yaw angles and displays low accuracy for large yaw values.
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Model-based methods rely on the chosen head/face model and are very
sensitive to landmark detection and tracking errors. They are also more
susceptible both to self-occlusions (extreme poses for example) and object
occlusions. Learning-based methods do not require the detection of land-
marks and therefore avoid the occlusion problem mentioned above, while
outperforming model-based methods.

Consequently, our work follows a learning-based approach based on the
framework from [19], but adapted to facial occlusions. Specifically, we intro-
duce a novel latent space regression component to o approximate the latent
space representation of occluded images to that of non-occluded images. Re-
sults show that this aids the model to generalize better to occlusions without
deprecating the performance in non-occluded faces. Furthermore, since our
approach requires occluded labeled data to train and test the neural network,
we also propose a novel procedure to generate synthetic occlusions in existing
head pose labeled datasets.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 3 describes the synthetic
occlusion generation procedure and the utilized head pose datasets; Section 4
outlines our end-to-end learning methodology for HPE under occlusions. In
Section 5 we compare our implementation to other SoTA methodologies in
three benchmark datasets: The first two, BIWI [30] and AFLW2000 [33],
with synthetically occluded and original non-occluded images; and the third,
Pandora [41], with real-life, natural occlusions. We perform ablation studies
for the hyper-parameters used within our framework, as well as for different
occlusions severities. We visualize our model’s latent space representation
and compare it to a SoTA. Also, we test our model in the real occlusion
case concerning an autonomous feeding robot. Lastly, in Section 6 we make
concluding remarks and mention some of the current limitations and future
work to further improve our methodology.

3. Generating a synthetic occluded dataset

In this section, we introduce a procedure capable of generating synthetic
occlusions in images, and describe the datasets used for the head pose esti-
mation.

3.1. Synthetic occlusion generation procedure

The generation of synthetic data for training in deep learning frameworks
has become ever more common and has been proven to be essential in the
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enlargement of training sets and in improving the generalization and accuracy
of learning models e.g., medical segmentation [42], autonomous driving [43]
and pose estimation [44, 20].

We use existing 2D image head pose datasets that contain thousands of
images and respective ground truth pose annotations. However, we intend
to train and test our model for occluded images and most datasets contain
few or no face occlusions. Thus, we propose a new auxiliary pipeline to gen-
erate synthetic occlusions for any RGB image and develop the new occluded
datasets required for the training and testing of the deep neural networks
implemented in our framework.

Our procedure to generate synthetic occlusions in images is based on the
use of 2D RGB depth data (camera distance to an object). To that end, we
use RGB-D cameras which combine RGB and depth sensors and are capable
of simultaneously recording the necessary data. We use a Kinect for that
purpose. Since such sensors may have inaccuracies, we implement DBSCAN,
a density-based clustering algorithm, to remove outliers from the depth data.
The procedure, illustrated in Fig. 3, is as follows:

1. Record a in-house video sequence using an RGB-D camera and extract
occlusions (Fig. 3 (a)):

(a) The first frame must be occlusion free (Fig. 2 (a)). We detect
the face in the RGB image, select the corresponding pixels in
the depth image and find the one of lowest depth (closest to the
camera). This point will correspond to the threshold distance.

(b) The remaining frames are occluded. For each one of them we
check the depth image for points in the face bounding region at
a smaller distance than the threshold depth. Those points belong
to occlusion objects (Fig. 2 (b)). We extract the corresponding
RGB pixels to obtain and store the segmented occlusion object.

2. When the occlusions from every frame are stored, we re-scale and su-
perimpose the occlusions in the non-occluded face images of benchmark
datasets. This way, we generate new occluded labeled datasets. (Fig.
3 (b))

This way, it is straightforward to plug any objects’ occlusions in bench-
mark datasets in a realistic fashion. Instead of superimposing generic syn-
thetic templates on faces, this method allows the generation of any occlusion
that appears in specific scenarios/contexts, similar to how they occur in real
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(a) 3-step procedure for the first frame

(b) Using threshold distance to extract occlusions

Figure 2: Determining threshold distance for occlusion segmentation (first frame only).
The idea is to use the first recorded frame to find the distance between the camera and
the face using the 3-step procedure in (a): 1. Apply a face detector to the RGB image of
the frame to obtain the face bounding box; 2. Select the depth image points within that
bounding box; 3. Determine the minimum distance point to the camera, the threshold
distance illustrated in (b). With this, it is possible to determine which pixels in the face
region correspond to occlusions that we desire to extract: these points will have a smaller
depth when compared to the threshold depth.
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Figure 3: Overall procedure for synthetic occlusion generation in non-occluded images.

life. Notice that this procedure only requires depth data while recording the
in-house video sequence and can be applied to any benchmark dataset of
RGB images.

3.2. Head pose datasets

Following [2], three types of input data can be used: 2D images, depth
images and video sequences. We focus on head pose estimation for 2D images,
which are ideal for the most challenging in the wild problems. Three head
pose datasets are used to apply our procedure and generate new occluded
datasets: 300W-LP [33], BIWI [30] and AFLW2000 [33].

The 300W-LP dataset consists of 61,225 face samples and respective ver-
tically flipped versions for a total over 122K examples. It covers a large
variation of identity, expression, illumination conditions, pose and it pro-
vides facial landmark annotations from which it is possible to extract the
pose of the head. It is commonly used in the training process of head pose
estimation works [19, 1]. The BIWI dataset contains over 15K images of 20
people and covers about ±75◦ yaw and ±60◦ pitch. It is one of the most
commonly used benchmarked datasets for HPE challenge. For each frame, it
provides a depth image, the corresponding RGB image (both 640x480 pixels),
and the ground truth pose annotation. AFLW2000 is a dataset that contains
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2K real-world images of diverse head poses which are challenging for face
detectors. The pose images include varying lighting and background condi-
tions. This dataset contains annotations for 68 image-level facial landmarks
from which the pose can be extracted.

We use occluded versions of the 300W-LP dataset in training and test
our methodologies in occluded and non-occluded versions of the BIWI and
AFLW2000 datasets.

We also test our method with real-life, natural occlusions from Pandora
[41], a dataset for head and shoulder pose, as well as head center localiza-
tion. Inspired by the automotive context, it simulates driving poses from
the point of view of a camera placed inside a dashboard. It contains head
and shoulder ground truth pose annotations expressed as yaw, pitch and roll
(head pose ranges are ±70◦ roll, ±100◦ pitch and ±125◦ yaw). It includes
more than 250K RGB (1920x1080 pixels) and depth images (512x424) with
the corresponding annotation. Overall, 10 male and 12 female actors were
recorded five times with a Microsoft Kinect One. For testing purposes, we
utilize 9619 head occluded images where actors wear garments such as sun
glasses, scarves, caps and masks.

4. Methodology for head pose estimation with occlusions

Next, we detail our methodology for the HPE challenge, giving particular
attention on how the components of the overall loss are computed.

4.1. End-to-end Multi-loss Approach With Latent Space Regression

Inspired in [19], we propose a new methodology tailored to deal with
occlusion as illustrated in Fig. 4. A 2D RGB image is the input of any
backbone network. This backbone network is expanded with three extra
fully-connected layers which will be used to output the predictions for each
Euler angle. The output of the final layer in the backbone network is flattened
into a vector which becomes the input for each fully-connected layer. The
output of each of the three layers will be a vector of logits. Each vector
contains the raw prediction scores (real numbers in range [−∞, +∞]) for
the predicted angle. Each angle in the vector, is represented as a bin that
covers a small range in degrees (e.g., [0◦, 3◦], [3◦, 6◦], ...). The size of these
vectors depends on both the angle interval/span for each bin, and the full
prediction range for the given Euler angle (e.g., predicting yaw angles in
the range [−90◦, 90◦]). Also, in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the output of
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Figure 4: Proposed multi-loss with latent space regression for HPE estimation.

each fully-connected layers is used in a multi-loss scheme that comprises the
combination of a classification and regression component to provide an overall
loss for a given Euler angle. For the classification task, a softmax activation
function plus a cross-entropy loss (also known as categorical cross-entropy
loss or softmax loss) is applied to the n-dimensional vector output of the
fully-connected layer. The softmax function converts logits into probabilities
by computing the exponents of each bin output and normalizing it by the
sum of those exponents so that all probabilities in the activated vector add
up to one:

S(yi) =
eyi∑n
j=1 e

yj
(1)

where yi is the logit for class i. Afterwards, the cross-entropy loss result is
computed by equation (2), where ti and S(yi) are the ground-truth (0 or 1)
and the activation result of the score for each of the C angle classes/bins,
respectively.

Lclass = −
C∑
i

tilog(S(yi)) (2)

In addition to the classification loss, the regression component is intro-
duced to determine and regress the error between the predicted angle and
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the ground truth in degrees. It is possible to determine the predicted angle
in degrees by using the bin probabilities obtained from softmax activation to
calculate the expectation of the given angle:

θpred = w
N∑
i=1

pi(i−
1 +N

2
) (3)

where θpred is the predicted angle in degrees, w is the width of the bin in
degrees, N is the number of bins for classification, and pi is the probability
of the angle belonging to bin i. The offset 1+N

2
shifts the bin indices to the

respective bin centres, as mentioned in [1]. The loss used for the regression
component is the mean squared error (MSE) between the predicted angle
θpred and the ground truth angle θgt, for N predictions.

Lreg =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(θpred − θgt)
2 (4)

The classification component (2) aims to help the model to predict the
vicinity of each pose angle by classifying it in an angle interval bin. The
regression component (4) is then introduced to aid the model in achieving
fine-grained angle predictions.

The classification and regression loss for the Euler angles are combined
using a regularization hyper-parameter α to manage the trade-off between
the two terms. Overall, three losses are used to train the Euler angles:

Lyaw = Lyaw
class(y, ŷ) + αLyaw

reg (y, ŷ)

Lpitch = Lpitch
class(y, ŷ) + αLpitch

reg (y, ŷ)

Lroll = Lroll
class(y, ŷ) + αLroll

reg (y, ŷ)

(5)

where y is the predicted value and ŷ is the ground truth for the respective
Euler angle loss, provided in the training dataset.

4.1.1. Introducing latent space regression

We introduce a new latent space regression loss, crucial to aid the model
to generalize better to occlusions. The latent space, also known as embedding
space, is the abstract low-dimensional space that contains the highest-level
feature values of the neural network. These values encode the most relevant
inner representation of the observed input data and allow to semantically
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place similar (pose) outputs closer in the latent space. The idea behind this
loss is to approximate the latent space representation of occluded images to
that of non-occluded images and therefore allow our model to better pre-
dict poses with occlusions. The additional latent space regression loss is
the MSE between the predicted latent embedding for occluded images Epred

and the ground truth embedding for non-occluded images Egt. Thus, for N
predictions we have:

Llatent =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(Epred − Egt)
2 (6)

Note that the ground truth latent space embeddings Egt for non-occluded
images is previously extracted from inference on the Hopenet network. The
overall loss is the sum of angle and latent losses with a hyper-parameter β
to handle the trade-off between them:

L = (1− β)(Lyaw + Lpitch + Lroll) + βLlatent (7)

Figure 5: Training procedure representation.

Our complete training procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5 and comprises
the following steps:
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1. Firstly, we either (i) train or (ii) use a pre-trained model for head
pose estimation in non-occluded images. The framework is the same
as shown in Fig. 4 apart from the latent space loss;

2. We perform inference with the model obtained in 1), for each non-
occluded image and store the flattened output of the final layer in the
backbone network. This output corresponds to the representation of
the latent space and is used as ground truth for the train with occluded
images;

3. Finally, we use the occluded dataset and train the complete framework
of Fig. 4, where La

class and La
reg are the cross-entropy classification loss

and MSE regression loss for Euler angle a (yaw, pitch or roll), and
Llatent
reg is the MSE regression loss for the latent space.

5. Results and discussion

In this section we describe the experiments of the proposed framework.
Concretely, we (i) study the impact of varying the hyper-parameters of the
framework, (ii) perform a comparison of related SoTA methodologies and
(iii) perform an ablation study regarding the severity of the occlusion.

5.1. Multi-loss head pose estimation with latent space regression

We evaluate the methodology on both the original and synthetically oc-
cluded versions of the BIWI and AFLW2000 datasets as well as with natural
occlusions from the Pandora dataset.

We train the framework defined in Section 4.1 using synthetically oc-
cluded and non-occluded images of 300W-LP and ResNet-50 as the backbone
network. The face images are cropped to the pre-defined input dimension of
the ResNet-50 network, 224x224 pixels, and the mean and standard deviation
of ImageNet is used to normalize the data. We use 66 bins for classification,
each bin has a width of 3◦. Our classification vectors cover a range from −99◦

to 99◦ for each Euler angle. There are 31 images of the AFLW2000 dataset
that are not used in testing since their pose angles surpass this range.

5.1.1. α-parameter ablation study

We train the framework for 25 epochs with 5 different α parameter values
to determine the best trade off for pose estimation training (see (5)). The
head pose estimation error (MAE) results in synthetically occluded and non-
occluded datasets are listed in Tables 1 and 2, for the BIWI and AFLW2000
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Table 1: Head pose estimation MAE (◦) tests with BIWI for different angle regression
weights (α).

BIWI [30] Occluded Images

α yaw pitch roll
Average
MAE

Combined
Average

0.5 5.250 6.529 4.255 5.345 α MAE
1 5.333 6.916 4.036 5.495

0.5 4.763
2 5.110 6.832 3.629 5.190
5 5.477 6.542 4.304 5.441

1 4.950
10 5.218 7.565 4.344 5.709

Non-Occluded Images
2 4.617

0.5 4.259 4.704 3.580 5.441
1 4.765 4.493 3.956 5.768

5 4.723
2 4.242 4.041 3.845 4.043
5 4.474 4.043 3.494 4.004

10 4.909
10 4.196 4.503 3.628 4.109

datasets, respectively. We can observe that, generally, α = 2 produces the
smallest average MAE errors. In particular for occluded images, the lowest
MAE errors across all datasets correspond to the networks trained with that
parameter value. We can also observe that the largest errors tend to occur
for α = 1. This result highlights the importance of performing this study
and selecting the ideal value for this parameter, since α = 1 corresponds to
both losses having the same weight. For the following tests, we use α = 2 as
the weight for the head pose multi-loss framework.

5.1.2. Latent Space Regression Weight Ablation Study

Having determined the best α, we trained 5 different head pose estima-
tion networks, one for each different value of β. This parameter controls
the weight of the latent and angle losses (see (7)). We also perform a com-
parison between our results and the results of Hopenet [19], WHENet [1],
FSA-Net [21], DAD-3D [14], 6DRepNet [25] and Lightweight HPE [26]. We
have also considered the model-based method of 3DDFA [15]. However, as
argued in [19, 1], this approach is not competitive since on the non-occluded
BIWI dataset it provides high values for the estimation error. Our LSR net-
works are trained for 25 epochs and their parameters are initialized with a
pre-trained model provided by the authors of [19] (trained with the origi-
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Table 2: Head pose estimation MAE (◦) tests with AFLW2000 for different angle regression
weights (α).

AFLW2000 [33] Occluded Images

α yaw pitch roll
Average
MAE

Combined
Average

0.5 6.227 8.271 5.713 6.737 α MAE
1 6.411 8.713 6.017 7.047

0.5 6.089
2 5.672 8.101 5.783 6.519
5 6.156 8.279 5.841 6.759

1 6.4075
10 5.4044 8.407 5.923 6.578

Non-Occluded Images
2 5.954

0.5 5.281 6.544 4.497 5.441
1 5.675 6.868 4.760 5.768

5 6.1065
2 4.886 6.636 4.643 5.389
5 5.403 6.413 4.546 5.454

10 6.0185
10 4.986 6.695 4.696 5.459

nal 300W-LP dataset). We use the latent space produced by this pre-trained
model in non-occluded inference as ground truth in the latent regression loss.
To optimize the parameters we use the Adam optimization algorithm with
a learning rate of 10−5. We tested our method for all datasets with LSR
networks trained on occluded and non-occluded images. For the networks
of SoTA methods we utilized the trained models provided by the authors in
their official repositories available online on GitHub. The synthetically oc-
cluded datasets for training and testing include 25 different recorded occlu-
sions. Tables 3 and 4 display the results for BIWI and AFLW2000 datasets,
respectively.

We observe that FSA-NET, Lightweight and WHENet produce the high-
est yaw error and average MAE in occluded images. A possible explanation
for the higher errors in FSA-NET is that this model is based on feature aggre-
gation relying on structural spatial information of the face. This causes the
occlusion to affect the predictions. Occlusions also seem to affect the method
of image rectification in the Lightweight framework. As for WHENet, the
results for occluded images are particularly worse on BIWI. This highlights
that this method struggles with occlusions specially in low resolution im-
ages. Despite the similarities to Hopenet, WHENet’s training for 360◦ yaw
degrees may lead the model to confuse occlusions with more extreme yaw
values where the face is also not as visible. As for DAD-3D and 6DRepNet,
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Table 3: Head pose estimation MAE (◦) tests with BIWI for different latent space regres-
sion weights (β). LSR stands for latent space regression.

BIWI [30] Occluded images

Methods Yaw Pitch Roll
Average
MAE

Combined
Average

FSA-Net [21] 10.987 9.848 7.846 9.560 β MAE
WHENet [1] 21.101 13.188 11.225 15.171

FSA-Net 7.364
Hopenet [19] 6.725 8.616 7.338 7.560
6DRepNet [25] 7.883 14.983 9.665 10.844

WHENet 9.822
DAD-3D [14] 5.532 7.924 7.478 6.978

Lightweight [26] 10.784 9.654 10.309 10.249
Hopenet 5.661

LSR (β = 0) 5.990 7.778 4.346 6.038
LSR (β = 0.5) 5.797 7.394 4.537 5.910

6DRepNet 7.252
LSR (β = 0.990) 5.798 6.881 4.572 5.750
LSR (β = 0.999) 5.174 6.622 4.117 5.304

DAD 5.298
LSR (β = 1) 5.429 4.823 3.467 4.573

Non-occluded images
Lightweight 7.292

FSA-Net [21] 5.420 5.568 4.515 5.168
WHENet [1] 4.395 4.346 4.674 4.472

0 5.307
Hopenet [19] 4.375 3.559 3.348 3.761
6DRepNet [25] 3.230 4.658 3.091 3.660

0.5 5.102
DAD-3D [14] 3.314 4.630 3.090 3.618

Lightweight [26] 4.267 5.015 3.722 4.335
0.990 4.925

LSR (β = 0) 4.940 4.873 3.911 4.575
LSR (β = 0.5) 4.413 4.910 3.556 4.293

0.999 4.669
LSR (β = 0.990 4.204 4.343 3.750 4.099
LSR (β = 0.999) 4.297 4.186 3.617 4.033

1 4.046
LSR (β = 1) 4.291 3.086 3.179 3.519
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Table 4: Head pose estimation MAE (◦) tests with AFLW2000 for different latent space
regression weights (β). LSR stands for latent space regression.

AFLW2000 [33] Occluded images

Methods Yaw Pitch Roll
Average
MAE

Combined
Average

FSA-Net [21] 13.664 10.880 10.067 11.537 β MAE
WHENet [1] 16.515 11.669 10.267 12.817

FSA-Net 8.590
Hopenet [19] 12.438 10.277 8.586 10.434
6DRepNet [25] 8.904 9.799 7.408 8.704

WHENet 9.028
DAD-3D [14] 7.084 14.953 13.680 11.906

Lightweight [26] 10.771 9.278 8.335 9.461
Hopenet 7.579

LSR (β = 0) 5.057 7.120 4.961 5.713
LSR (β = 0.5) 4.891 6.424 4.918 5.411

6DRepNet 6.181
LSR (β = 0.990) 4.714 6.360 4.906 5.327
LSR (β = 0.999) 4.741 6.254 4.765 5.253

DAD-3D 7.762
LSR (β = 1) 5.117 6.075 4.590 5.261

Non-occluded images
Lightweight 6.898

FSA-Net [21] 5.109 6.462 3.356 5.642
WHENet [1] 4.475 6.222 5.017 5.238

0 5.220
Hopenet [19] 4.965 5.250 3.956 4.724
6DRepNet [25] 3.230 4.658 3.091 3.659

0.5 4.914
DAD-3D [14] 3.134 4.630 3.090 3.618

Lightweight [26] 4.267 5.015 3.722 4.335
0.990 4.882

LSR (β = 0) 4.114 6.002 4.061 4.726
LSR (β = 0.5) 3.855 5.447 3.947 4.416

0.999 4.833
LSR (β = 0.990 3.709 5.517 4.083 4.436
LSR (β = 0.999) 3.813 5.420 4.003 4.412

1 4.867
LSR (β = 1) 4.258 5.272 3.888 4.473
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they present the lowest non-occluded estimation errors, but pitch and roll
estimations are heavily affected by occlusions.

When we do not consider the latent space regression (β = 0), similar to
[19], the error for occluded images decreases but the performance for non-
occluded images deteriorates significantly. This is more evident on the BIWI
dataset, where the average MAE for non-occluded images increases by nearly
1◦. We can also observe that as the β parameter increases, the MAE becomes
lower for both occluded images and non-occluded images. On AFLW2000
the non-occluded estimation results improve on the Hopenet scores. This
confirms that introducing the latent regression loss (see (7)) helps not only
to achieve improved generalization for occlusions, but also to avoid detouring
from accurate non-occluded pose estimation. While for β = 1 the average
MAE errors are the best on BIWI, we verify that this parameter leads to a
worse estimation of yaw values, which is the most varied and relevant Euler
angle in head pose estimation. From the above, β = 0.999 provides the best
trade-off for the MAE and yaw estimation.

Table 5: Head pose estimation MAE (◦) tests with Pandora for different latent space
regression weights (β). LSR stands for latent space regression.

Pandora [41]

Methods Yaw Pitch Roll
Average
MAE

FSA-Net [21] 11.736 8.607 6.691 9.011
WHENet [1] 11.352 6.281 6.453 8.029
Hopenet [19] 10.442 7.239 6.925 8.202
6DRepNet [25] 10.896 6.897 7.500 8.431
DAD-3D [14] 9.348 7.437 8.474 8.420

Lightweight [26] 10.133 8.690 7.064 8.629
LSR (β = 0) 9.178 6.296 6.895 7.456
LSR (β = 0.5) 9.135 5.968 6.665 7.256
LSR (β = 0.990) 9.084 5.690 6.565 7.113
LSR (β = 0.999) 9.096 5.657 6.215 6.989
LSR (β = 1) 9.60596 5.820 6.368 7.265

Overall, our lowest average MAE model on BIWI is able to decrease
the error for occluded images in approximately 2.4◦, when compared to the
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best SoTA result (DAD-3D). As for AFLW, our model decreases the error in
nearly 3.5◦ in comparison to the best SoTA result (6DRepNet).

Table 5 display the results for naturally occluded images of the Pandora
dataset. FSA-Net and WHENet produce the highest yaw estimation errors.
The Lightweight network once more is one of the most affected by occlusions,
with the second highest average MAE. DAD-3D presents the lowest yaw
estimation from SoTA methods, but one of the highest regarding pitch and
roll. Our model also exhibit the lowest errors for this dataset with β = 0.990
presenting the lowest yaw error and β = 0.999 the lowest average MAE. The
error decreased in 1.04◦ when compared to the best SoTA result (WHENet).

5.2. Ablation study for several occlusion severities

Figure 6: Occlusion severity levels.

Table 6: Average MAE (◦) comparison for occlusion dimension levels.

Datasets Methods \Occlusion level 1 2 3 4 5 6

BIWI [30]
Hopenet [19] 5.409 6.299 7.633 9.329 11.178 13.168
Latent (LSR) 4.755 5.201 5.646 6.503 8.130 10.108

AFLW2000 [33]
Hopenet [19] 6.982 8.933 11.231 12.945 14.474 15.317
Latent (LSR) 5.783 6.113 6.686 7.341 8.545 9.377

In order to evaluate the robustness of our method against the occlusions,
we performed an ablation study for different occlusion levels. To accomplish
this, we simulated a feeding scenario. Concretely, we recorded an object,
a spoon, in eleven different positions and orientations. This object is in-
troduced in the images of both AFLW2000 and BIWI datasets, resulting in
occluded versions of these two datasets. For this purpose, we applied our
synthetic occlusion generation procedure (see Sec. 3) and gradually augment
the size of the spoon occlusions.
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Figure 7: Average MAE comparison for occlusion dimension levels. Solid and dashed lines
correspond to AFLW2000 and BIWI results, respectively.

We defined six levels of occlusions, ranging from one (lowest occlusion
level) to six (highest occlusion level). As such, we generated six different
occluded datasets for each AFLW2000 and BIWI datasets (twelve datasets
are thus used in this experiment). Examples from occlusion severity levels
and respective average occlusion percentages for each dataset can be seen
in Fig. 6. The percentages are computed as the proportion of pixels in the
original dataset face images that become occluded. We perform a comparison
between the proposed methodology and Hopenet, as we next describe. The
results depicted in Fig. 7 show that the difference in the estimation error
between our model and Hopenet increases as we augment the occlusion (until
level four). For the largest occlusions (level six) our model decreases the
average estimation error in 39% on AFLW2000 and 23% on BIWI. Not only
does it perform better with occlusions but it is also more robust to occlusion
severity variations. The difference in the average MAE between levels one
and six is around 8◦ for Hopenet in both datasets, while for our model it
is around 5◦ on BIWI and lower than 4◦ on AFLW2000. Furthermore, our
model’s error estimation for level six on AFLW2000 is lower than Hopenet’s
error for level three occlusions and only slightly higher than level two. These
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results confirm that our model significantly improves the robustness of the
estimation, even for very large occlusions.

5.3. t-SNE latent space visualization

Figure 8: t-SNE latent space visualization - non-occluded images. Data points from similar
poses closer to each other and dissimilar poses far apart. - good data arrangement.

The latent space is an abstract multi-dimensional space that maps a rele-
vant internal representation of how a neural network interprets external input
data and provides insight on what learned from training. In this space, the
distance of data points is related to the semantic similarity of the input data.
As such, similar items are closer to one another in this space, while dissim-
ilar items are further apart. We performed inference in non-occluded and
occluded face images using both our model and Hopenet. The output la-
tent embeddings were stored in order to apply the t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) technique. This is a non-linear method that
allows to visualize high-dimensional data by giving each datapoint a location
in a two or three-dimensional map. In short, it is a visualization technique.
The idea is to gain an intuition of how the models interpret and arrange both
non-occluded and occluded data. In this space, a good HPE model should
exhibit images of similar pose angles closer to each another and images of
dissimilar poses further apart, with and without occlusions.

The resultant t-SNE 2D maps can be seen in Figs. 8, 9 for non-occluded
and occluded images, respectively.
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Figure 9: t-SNE latent space visualization - occluded images. Data points of different
pose angles mixed for Hopenet. However, our model displays data points arranged in a
continuous manner as it did for non-occluded images.

The t-SNE visualization for non-occluded images (see Fig. 8) displays a
good data arrangement for both models, since the data points in the latent
space are arranged from the lowest values of pose angles to the highest (and
vice-versa) in a continuous progressive manner. Similar pose angles are next
to each other (e.g. angles in [−70◦,−50◦[ next to [−50◦,−30◦[, which in turn
are next to [−30◦,−10◦[) and dissimilar are further apart (e.g. the most
distant points from the [−70◦,−50◦[ range are in the [70◦, 90◦[ range).

The t-SNE visualization for occluded images of Hopenet (see Fig. 9) dis-
plays a much more erratic and ambiguous blend of image data points from
different angles in several regions of the latent space. For instance, points
in the lowest negative range ([−70◦,−50◦[) are now much closer to points
in positive ranges (even to the most dissimilar and highest positive range,
[70◦, 90◦[) and very mixed with all negative ranges. In contrast, our model
displays significantly better data arrangement for occlusions by presenting a
continuous progression of angle values in the latent space, as it did for non-
occluded images. These t-SNE representations therefore provide an intuitive
visual insight on how Hopenet struggles in distinguishing between different
poses with occluded image inputs, while our model, aided by latent space
regression, exhibits a good semantic understanding of head poses regardless
of the face being occluded or not.
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Figure 10: Feedbot’s framework in autonomous feeding scenario (i) and camera point of
view (ii).

5.4. A real case: the feeding robot scenario

We tested our best method in the feeding context of Feedbot [45], an
autonomous feeding robot designed for people with upper-extremity disabil-
ities. The Feedbot framework, illustrated in Fig. 10 (i), includes a RGB-D
camera and a modular robotic arm to perform assisted feeding. The robotic
arm is set close to the user to be able to perform the feeding task and the
camera is placed in front of the user, but more distant. This way, the camera
captures the entire environment, including the user and the robotic arm, as
shown in Fig. 10 (ii). The end-effector of the robotic arm has a spoon to col-
lect the food from the plate and a RGB camera that provides visual feedback
on whether it was captured to improve food acquisition efficiency. A point
cloud registration algorithm is implemented to use the 3D data captured by
the RGB-D sensor and a 3D face model to compute rigid head transforma-
tions and track the head pose and mouth of the user. This tracking allows
the food to be effectively brought to the user’s mouth, rather than to a pre-
defined feeding location. However, the robotic arm occludes the face while
feeding, which makes the head pose estimation and tracking much more diffi-
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Figure 11: Feedbot scenario: Comparison between Hopenet and our model. HPE is good
and similar for both models in non-occluded frames.

cult. We recorded a video where Feedbot’s robotic arm executes the feeding
task and occludes the face of the user. We performed inference for the en-
tire video using both our and Hopenet’s models, which exhibited the lowest
error among the tested SoTA models in Section 5.1.2. Since we do not have
the ground truth pose in this testing conditions, we carry out a qualitative
analysis and evaluation in this section.

Initially, when the robot is not yet feeding the user, the head is not
occluded by the robotic arm and our model’s pose estimation is accurate and
identical to that of SoTA Hopenet, as seen in Fig. 11. This is the desired
behaviour since we intend to improve on occluded head pose estimation,
while preserving the SoTA accuracy for non-occluded images.

When the robot moves the spoon towards the user’s mouth, it occludes
the face with the end-effector. Fig. 12 displays a set of occluded frames
which show clear improvements in the head pose estimation of our model
when compared to Hopenet. In these examples, Hopenet estimates head
poses in opposite direction to that of which the head is turned. These results
outline the difficulties that model has with the occlusions generated by the
robot. Contrasting with the above, we verify that our model is noticeably
more robust to this problem and estimates the head poses much closer to
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Figure 12: Feedbot scenario: Comparison between Hopenet and our model. For occluded
frames, however, Hopenet does not estimate the pose correctly. Our model correctly
estimates the pose, despite the occlusions.
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reality despite the partial occlusions, particularly improving the yaw rotation
around the green axis (the most important pose rotation) when compared to
Hopenet.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we developed a learning-based methodology to deal with
the occlusion problem in head pose estimation. To be able to implement
and test this approach, we introduced an auxiliary procedure to generate
synthetic occlusions in face images using an RGB-D camera. We show how
to segment occlusions based on depth data captured by the camera and how
to inpaint the occlusion in any RGB face image. We applied this procedure to
three datasets and generated synthetically occluded versions for each dataset.

We designed a new multi-loss head pose estimation framework combined
with a latent space regression loss. We showed that introducing such latent
space regression term in the loss is fundamental for the accuracy improve-
ment and generalization for occluded images and non-occluded images. We
performed an ablation study varying the occlusion severity and demonstrated
that our model is far more robust to large occlusions when compared with
Hopenet. We visualized the latent space representation using the t-SNE tech-
nique. We verified that the latent regression component in training allowed
our model to achieve good data arrangement in regard to pose angles for
non-occluded and occluded images particularly, which translated in better
pose estimation.

We carried out qualitative tests in the real world application of the Feed-
bot, an autonomous assisting feeding robot. Our model improved the head
pose estimation for the occlusions of the robotic arm when compared to a
SoTA estimation model, while achieving identical performance without oc-
clusions.

6.1. Method limitations and future work

Despite achieving good results, the developed methodologies have some
limitations and further work could be done to improve them.

The RGB camera of the Microsoft Kinect has low image resolution (640x480
pixels), which leads to synthetic occlusions of low definition. To improve the
occluded datasets, an RGB-D sensor of higher resolution could be used to
generate better defined synthetic occlusions.
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The convolutional neural network we used in pose estimation frameworks,
ResNet-50, is a large network with over 23 million parameters and is therefore
slower to train and requires more GPU power. A lighter network such as
EfficientNet [46], with 11 million parameters, could be used to address this
issue and allow implementations in low-cost hardware.

A method regarding the reconstruction of occluded faces could also be a
good strategy to this problem. Particularly, a Generative Adversarial Net-
work could be explored for the face generation.
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